Heat Wave – Martha & The Vandellas
(Key of D {original key-Eb}, 164 BPM) – (C, end) 9/21/15
Pattern throughout: (X ,-X , ,) except gtr/keys intro and T/A lines*

I (1,2,3 Drums) add gtr, keys (A  D/A  A  D/A)-3X
Band (A *line: A-B , -A F#) chords:[(Em) (F#m) (Bm)-2X]-2X
(Em) (F#m) (G) (A) (D)-3X (D line: A-B , -A F#)

V1 “Whenever I'm with him something inside…”
BU vocs: “ooh” “inside” “ooh”
[(Em) (F#m) (Bm)-2X]-2X

Pre-C “Could it be a devil in me or is this the way…” (BU: “ahh…”)
(Em) (F#m) (G) (A)

C “(It's like a) heat wave, burnin' in my heart…”
BU: “heat wave” “like a heat wave” “like a heat wave”
(D)-7X (D *line: A-B , -A F#)

V2 (same) “Whenever he calls my name soft, low…”
BU: “do-wah-do-wahhh-do” “yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah…”

Pre-C (same) “Has high blood pressure got a hold on me?…”

C (same) “(It's like a) heat wave, burnin' in my heart…”

Sax Solo (BU: “ooh... heat wave”) [(Em) (F#m) (Bm)-2X]-2X
(Em) (F#m) (G) (A) (D) (D *line: A-B , -A F#)

V3 (same) “Sometimes I stare in space…”

Pre-C (same) “Has high blood pressure got a hold on me?…”

C (same) “(It's like a) heat wave, burnin' in my heart…”

V4 (same) “(Yeah, yeah, yeah), yeah” “oh, oh, oh…”
BU: "Well, it's alright, girl, go ahead girl, well, it's alright, girl, ain't nothin'…”

Pre-C (same) All: “Don't pass up this chance, it sounds like true romance”

Outro “(It's like a) heat wave”
(D) (D *line: A-B , -A F#) (Em) (F#m) (Bm, Drum trip, Bm)